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149. On Indefinite (E.R.).Integrals. I
By Kumiko FUJITA
(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU(I, .J.A., Oct. 12, 1965)

1. I.A. Vinogrdova 1 constructed a function f(z) such that
(i) f(z) is -integrable 2- on f0, 1, (ii) f(z) has a continuous
indefinite A-integral, A(z)-(A) f()d 3, (iii) A():/:(.q)) f()d
(z e P, mes P>0). On the other hand I. Amemiya and T. Ando 4
proved that A-integral is equivalent to (E.R.) integral for Lebesgue

measure 5.
In the paper "On indefinite (E.R.)-integrals. II", we shall show
that, for every function f() which is -integrable on Io-a, b,
there exists a measure
such that f() has a indefinite (EoR. )integral, (E.R. ) f(t)dt E6, and (E.R. ) f(t)dt-()) f(t)dt or
all x e I0.
For this purpose, first we shall generalize (see the Lemma of 2)
the theorem which has been proved by S. Nakanishi (formerly S.

Enomoto) 7.
Nakanishi’s theorem. Let f(x) be a function which is
integrable 8 on Io-a, b] and let
Then, for
every sequence (e}, e O, there exists a non-decreasing sequence of
closed sets such that (i) U F-Io, (ii) f(x) is summable on every
F., (iii) the condition, I F for all i, implies that

F(I)-(*)lf(x)dx..

*-

0

f(x)dx
every finite family {I" i--1
i0} of non-overlapping intervals
contained in Io.
2. For .@-integral, we shall prove the following lemma which
may be regarded as a generalization of Nakanishi’s theorem.
Lemma. Let f(x) be a function which is 2-integrable on IoI-, b d le N(I)-(.q)) f()d. The, for ever eqeeee {s,},

for

e

h

(i)

U N,-Io,

(ii) f(x) i ummbe o ever F,,

(iii) F(I)-f(x)dx _s for every interval I c lo, (iv)
IF(/)I
FnNI
e, for the sequence of intervals contiguous to the closed set which
consists of all points of F, and end points of Io.
Proof. It is enough to show that every Zunction of A?,(I0),
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for <9, possesses this property. Let us show it by transfinite
induction.
(1) In the case, =0, being-E0(/0)=-E(/0), the sequence {F=/0}
fulfills the required conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv).
(2) In the case, 0<</2, we shall show that every function
of f(I0) possesses this property if every functions of l?(I0), for <
possesses. We shall consider two cases separately.
Let {p" 1-0 .-./0},
(a) The function f()e -f(I0)

,

(

<

be the set consisting of all (,_E)-singular points in I0 of
\<
f() and end points of I0. Then on account of continuity of F(I)(.q)) f(x)d$, there exists >0 such that, for every interval IcIo,
1
I I<
implies
F(I) ]< e,/lo.
In each interval [p_, p], we may choose two sequences {a}
<p,
and {b}, p_<-.. <a+<a<--. <a<b<
<b<b+<
such that
2
and
p b<
p_ < Lt.
for every ].
We write J-_a, b, J--a,ai--I (3"-2, 3,-.-),
J bl b{] (j- 2, 3, ...),
J?-- p_, ai3 (j-l, 2, ...),
and
J[- [bl, p3 (-1, 2, ...).
Since f(x)e (J/) for every 1 and ], f(x)e i(J/) for some
<
and there exists, by hypothesis of induction, a non-decreasing
sequence of closed sets {F/. (m=l, 2, ...)} such that (i’)
Fi=5,
(ii’) f(x) is summable on every F,
/

a

-,

<,

(iii’)

F(I)-{.f(x)dx]

ge/lo.2 for every interval IJ, (3)

(iv’)

]F(P.’ I e/lo. 2

4)

or

the sequence of intervals {I[: (k=l, 2,-..)} contigouous to the
closed set which consists of all points of F[, and end points of J.
Writing

F.=

l0

F[.. U {pz} U {a, b; (/= 1, 2, -../0)(j= 1, 2,

-n)}

we shall show that the sequence of closed sets F. ulfills the required
conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). It is clear by the construction of
F. that {F.} is a non-decreasing sequence o closed sets on each of
which f(x) is summable and that
F,=Io. 0n account of (1), (2),
and (3), we have, for every interval IIo,

F(J I)+ F(J?-I I)+ F(J?’ I)
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,
/

f(x)dx <
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3 F(J[ I)-

f(x)dx

P, {I (=-* n Z) l+l (;== n ) I}

e,llo. 2
/:1

+ e,14lo + e,/4/o <

Let { } be the sequence of intervals contiguous to the closed set
which consists of all points of F. and end points of
family {I} is equal to the family

,

...,

I0. Then, the

,

10) (i- 1, 2, --., 2n)}
{I[.’:(k-1, 2, .-.) (1-1, 2,
0)} {]:(- 2,
0)}
{;/-(- 2,
and therefore, we have, by (1), (2), and (4),
F([:)+ F(J:-)] F(J:)
r()]- E
/=1 tj:2
i:1

...,

+

10

(9

+

+

}

<

()). Let S be the closed set of all
)-singular points in of f(x), {J(1-1,2,3.-.)} the sequence of
q<
intervals contiguous to the closed set consisting of all points of S
Hence, by what has
and end points of
Then f(x)e ((J))o.
q<
just been proved in (a), there exists a non-decreasing sequence of
closed set {F,,(m-l,2,3 ...)} such that (i") U F,=J, (ii") f(x) is
summable on F,,,
(5)
f(x)dx e,/2+
(iii")
l,mI
for every interval I J,
6
F(I[,.)I ./2 ’+
(iv")
E
j=l
for the sequence of intervals {I[.(j=l, 2,--.)} contiguous to the
closed set which consists of all points of F,, and end points of J.
there exsists a strictly increasing
Since f(x)e((Io))
<
sequence of integer {/} such that
(7
), J; f) IJs,
E I((E
<
/:/+1
s)
o((E,y, J; f)s/s
(b) The function f(x) e

.

<

IF(I)-

,

for all

> l.

<

Let -UF,. Then f(x) is summable on F. Hence there
l=l
exists [>0 such that, for every measurable set E,
(9)
f(x) dx < e./8.
rues(E) < [ implies
Let f(x) be the restriction of f(x) on S and let

.]
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F(I)-()tf(x)dx.
Then f(x)e (](Io)) and there exists a non-decreasing sequence
o closed sets {Fo, (m-l, 2--.)} such that (i’") [2 Fo,-Io, (ii"’) f(x)
is summable on Fo,,

o,a,f(x)dx Ns./4

F,(I)for every interval iIo,
(iv’")
E F(t,) e/4
(iii"’)

(10)
()

the sequence o intervals {I,(j-1, 2, ...)} contiguous to the
closed set which consists o all points of Fo, and end points o I0.
Since lira rues (Io-Fo,)-0, we may assume that

or

.

mes (I0-- F0,)<
(12)
Writing F-(S F) Fo, we shall show that the sequence of
closed sets {F} fulfills the required conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv).
It is clear that {F} is non-decreasing sequence of closed sets on
each of which f(x) is summable, and that
F-Io. Since F=
(S Fo,) [F-{F C(F0,)} and mes (S )-0, it follows from
(5), (7), (8), (10), (9), and (12)that

I

O,I

+

IF(JI) I+

,

0( ) I

f(x)ldx

E

F(J)
+2 supO((,) J; f)+/s<
for ever interval I Io.
Finally, let {I} be the sequence o intervals contiguous to the
closed set which consists o all points o F and end points of Io.
Then for each I[,, Oll, [or each J(l>l), there exists a
interval I such that I[, I[J I. Hence, we have

/2++
/4+E
/=1

I

l=ln+l

EIi

jl

(F: C(Fo,) I:).
of
Therefore, on account
(6), (7), (11), (9), and (12), we have
F(J)
E F(I) /=1 F([) +
=1

2=1

l=ln+l
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+ ,1()1+
=I
F’n fq(F0,
<_ 14 + 18 + 14 + 18 <
This complete the proof.
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